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Stock#: 99428
Map Maker: Weekly Trinity Journal

Date: 1964
Place: Weaverville
Color: Uncolored
Condition: Fair
Size: 22 x 32 inches

Price: $ 125.00

Description:

This 1964 newspaper supplement from the Trinity Weekly Journal offers a dual-sided historical
cartographic and narrative account of Trinity County, California, capturing its topographic majesty and
hallowed connection to the Gold Rush era. The front portrays a detailed map of Trinity County, delineating
its geographical features and settlements, while the reverse side presents 'Weaverville: Town That's a
Living Memorial to the Days of the Gold Rush,' a textual homage to the region's storied past.

The map serves not merely as a geographical guide but as a visual entrée into the heart of Trinity County's
wilderness, with the Trinity Alps and vast primitive areas prominently featured, inviting historical and
environmental reflections. It is a testament to the rugged terrain and the indomitable spirit that
characterized the Californian frontier in the wake of the mid-19th century Gold Rush.
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Turning to the reverse, one is immersed in the rich historical tapestry of Weaverville, a town that
encapsulates the essence of the Gold Rush epoch. The narrative is punctuated with illustrations and
artifacts that evoke the town's enduring legacy as a living museum, capturing the imagination with tales of
miners, frontier justice, and the inexorable pursuit of prosperity.

The supplement provides not only historical insights but also practical information on Trinity County,
making it an invaluable resource for historians, geographers, and enthusiasts of Californian heritage. It
exemplifies the period's journalistic style, interweaving factual reporting with evocative storytelling,
thereby offering a multifaceted perspective on this significant chapter in American history.

Detailed Condition:
Newspaper Supplement. Browning and some loss at folds.


